Talking about race in preschool

According to research, babies as young as three months old already notice racial differences in the people around them. Books can provide the language and pictures to help guide important conversations about race. Having a classroom with a diverse collection of picture books will help kids see themselves and have rich opportunities to show empathy, compassion and understanding.

Use wordless books to boost language development

There are many benefits to reading wordless books. They facilitate back-and-forth conversations that support language development. In addition, you can model how books work by pointing and naming, turning the pages, and asking questions. Even before children have many words of their own, you can help them build strong vocabularies with lots of talking - and wordless books are perfect for rich conversations.

4 books to build resilience

Positive experiences with loving adults help young children get through challenging times. Reading picture books together is a cozy activity that gives them the opportunity to talk and think about coping with difficult situations. Here are 4 great books to build resilience, and some questions for each one to spark your conversations.
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